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Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deep

fear is that we are powerful beyond measure.� I spoke th

words by author Marianne Williamson at my eighth-grade grad

ation ceremony, and I think about them every day.

When I had to recite that passage before delivering the spee

Tiera Fletcher

Preface by

[FACT FILE
HOMETOWN: Mableton, GA

EDUCATION: BS in Aerospace, Aeronautical, and Astronautical 

Engineering, Massachuse� s Institute of Technology (2017)

EMPLOYMENT: Aerospace Engineer, working on NASA’s Space 

Launch System, which will power humans to Mars and beyond

TOP HONORS AND ACHIEVEMENTS: Good 

Housekeeping Magazine’s Awesome Women Award (2017); eeping

National Society of Black Engineers 21st Century Trailblazers in 

Human Spacefl ight Award (2018); Most Promising Engineer 

in Industry, Black Engineer of the Year Awards (2019)
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in front of my peers, I realized how much I 

had been living in fear. My science teacher 

would always describe me as the one who 

was super smart�but not initially, obvi-

ously so. I was the shy kid in the class. 

Even if I knew the answer, I was afraid 

to speak up because I did not have the 

conら dence to showcase my abilities.
I was six when I started preparing 

for my career as an engineer. On our 

Saturday trips to the grocery store, my 

mother, an accountant, would tell me to 

total up the cost of groceries, plus sales 

tax and minus the coupons I�d clipped 

he night before. Of course, there was no calculator . . . I was the 

alculator! Math became a fun challenge for me, and at the same 

ime, I was beginning to understand one of math�s uses: manag-

ng money. My father, a construction worker, must have noticed 

y interest because soon enough he taught me how to calculate 

easurements when building a structure. I guess being the child 

f an accountant and a construction worker may explain why I 

anted to be a mathematician, architect, scientist, inventor, and 

esigner . . . at least until my next big realization.

At the age of eleven, I discovered the name of my future 

career ら eld: aerospace engineering. Growing up in a small town 
alled Mableton, Georgia, I was a short distance from Lockheed 

Martin in Marietta, Georgia. Lockheed Martin created a program 

hat allowed select elementary school students to learn the fun-

amentals of aerospace engineering. When I was picked for the 

rogram, I decided that I wanted to design military aircraft.

From that point on, my academic focus was aerospace 
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engineering. I knew that I had to excel to be a rocket scientist

I became my own worst critic. Meanwhile, my family continu

to be my cheerleaders.

You might say I was afraid not of the dark, but of the ligh

the light inside myself. No matter how many perfect grade

received, I did not believe in my abilities. Even though I went

to major in aerospace engineering at the Massachusetts Instit

of Technology (MIT), one of the top engineering schools in 

entire world, I did not believe in myself. 

Within the ら rst month of college, I lost one of my closest 
friends to suicide. He faced many pressures in his young l

including both his father and his older brother going to jail. Wh

living at home with his single mom, he tried his best to help 

by working two jobs in addition to his 

full-time college studies. Eventually, he

became lost and overwhelmed. Our 

family lives were different, but our self-

doubt was the same. My friend did not 

see in himself the capable, strong, gifted 

person I knew him to be. Like me, he 

simply did not believe in himself. After 

his tragic and untimely death, I made a 

commitment to carry the faith that he 

had in me and achieve my dreams like 

he knew I could.

It was then I realized that life is 

too short to make excuses and to not 

at least try to reach your full poten-

tial. As you know, that is much easier 

said than done. I consistently fought 

to prove myself in classes with few 
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female or minority students. To this 

day, there are not many people who 

look like me in my line of work. I have 

felt underrepresented and frustrated 

many times. I had professors who 

would comment that my presentation 

delivery was too feminine even after 

I received a perfect grade. I quickly 

learned I had to project my voice to 

be heard in discussions where I was 

often the only woman in the group. 

Many times, my male peers assumed 

that I would not be able to contribute 

to a group project simply because I 

am female. Even in the industry, I 

run into many people who do not 

expect me to be able to answer their questions; they incor-

ectly assume that a woman couldn�t possibly have the required 

knowledge and understanding. As a triple minority in the ら eld 
f aerospace engineering (young, female, and African American), 

 have continually experienced false assumptions based on the 

way that I look. These assumptions have followed me since I ら rst 
ealized I wanted to be an engineer at eleven years old. But do 

ou think I let those assumptions stop me? No way! Every day, 

it is an uphill battle, but of course, I do not ら ght alone. I have 
he unceasing support of my parents, my family, my friends, my 

entors, and my husband.

At age twenty-two, I achieved my ら rst career dream: I became 
a rocket scientist, working on NASA�s Space Launch System, and I 

raduated from MIT with a bachelor of science in aerospace engi-

neering. The following year, I married my best friend, coworker, 
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and life partner, Myron Fletcher, and I gave birth to my moti

tion, my son, Myron Jr.

As I continue to make a life for myself, I always rememb

my close friend who so tragically took his own life. His potent

and the potential of many others like him had been cut sho

To address that issue, my husband and I founded Rocket w

the Fletchers, an organization that offers motivational speaki

and mentoring services to encourage others to reach their full

potential and achieve their dreams.

The twelve scientists proら led here are women from all sorts 
of backgrounds who are currently rocking science, technolo

engineering, and mathematics. Each of them has a different sto

to tell about how she got to where she is today, but the one th

they have in common is that they are all 

truly wonder women of science. Around

the world, there are many more women 

doing incredible work and breaking new

ground in STEM ら elds｠not to mention 
girls of all ages dreaming of how they will 

one day contribute.

Perseverance, support, faith, and 

unwavering diligence are the keys to 

achieving your dreams. You may not real-

ize it, but at this very moment, you hold 

these keys in your hand. Now go and use 

them to unlock your future. Someday 

you, too, could be a science superstar!





Davina Durgana
Ending Modern Slavery through Math

[FACT FILE
HOMETOWN: Dix Hills, NY

EDUCATION: BA in International Aff airs, The George Washington 

University (2010); Certifi cat en Sciences Politiques, Université 

Panthéon Sorbonne (2012); MA in International Aff airs, Confl ict 

Resolution, and Civil Society Development, American University 

of Paris (2012); PhD in International Relations, American University 

(2015)

EMPLOYMENT: International Human Rights Statistician and 

Vice Chair, Statistics without Borders

TOP HONORS AND ACHIEVEMENTS: Traffi  cking in 

America Task Force Award for Service (2013); Harry V. Roberts 

Statistical Advocate of the Year (2016); Forbes 30 Under 30 in 

Science (2017)

Word problems. Love them or hate them, you�ve probably se

them on tests and homework plenty of times. If a train leaves 

station at 6 a.m. traveling 90 mph, and a second train leaves 

station at 6:15 a.m. traveling 100 mph, why are the conductors

such a hurry, and how many cups of espresso did they drink t

morning in the ら rst place?
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OK, that one is pretty meaningless. 

But for Dr. Davina Durgana, word 

problems are far from meaningless. 

They�re actually extremely impor-

tant . . . because her word problems word

are real-life world problems.orld

Durgana is a statistician, which is 

a type of mathematician who deals 

with large amounts of data. Statis-

ticians use information we know 

to try to ら gure out information 
we don�t know, often by means of 

extrapolation. Extrapolation is a 

kind of guessing, but it�s not blind 

guessing, like �Can you guess what 

kind of animal we�re thinking 

about right now?� (By the way, it�s 

a panda. Awww!)

Let�s say you have a ware-

ouse full of boxes of oranges. (Why do you have a warehouse 

ull of oranges? We don�t know . . . Maybe you�re a really rich 

erson who loves citrus? Maybe you have an extreme fear of 

vitamin C deら ciency? Just stick with us.) You decide you want 
o know how many oranges you have in total, but it would take 

ou at least two weeks to go through every single box and count 

very single orange, and by then, the oranges would be rotten. 

hat do you do? Well, since the boxes are all the same size, you 

ake down three boxes (a representative sample) and count the 

number of oranges in each box. In the ら rst box, there are twenty; 
n the second, there are twenty-three; and in the third, there are 

wenty-two. Based on this knowledge, you can extrapolate that 
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in each box in your warehouse, you have about twenty-one

twenty-two oranges (or 21.7 oranges, but 0.7 orange is kind

ridiculously precise). You can then multiply that number by 

total number of boxes in the warehouse to ら gure out how many 
oranges you have altogether. Congratulations! You�ve just co

up with a statistic!

As you can see, extrapolation is much more precise th

guessing games because it doesn�t just pull a possible answer 

of thin air. Extrapolating is a way of ら nding an answer we 
have by using data we do have from similar circumstances. A

Davina Durgana ら gured out how to use extrapolation to try to 
help solve a global humanitarian crisis.

One of the biggest problems of our time is slavery . . . wh

is kind of mind-blowing, because many people assume that sl

ery was a terrible thing that ended many years ago. Maybe 

thought (or hoped!) that humankind had outgrown anything

horriら c and primitive, but it turns out that there are still people 
who will do unimaginably bad things to other people for th

own personal gain. Durgana deら nes modern slavery as the 
exploitation of one person for another personぅs proら t, and today 
slavery takes the form of forced labor, forced marriage, and

forced prostitution. When people are moved around from o

place to another for these purposes, itぅs called human traí  ck-
ing. And sadly it�s such a terrible problem that many people do

even want to think about it.

But lucky for the world, Davina Durgana is so brave that s

does think about slavery. Like, all the time. And even luckier 

the world, Durgana ら gured out a way to use her mad skills in 
math to convince other people to think about it, too�which is 

ら rst step toward actually stopping slavery.
Here�s what she did.
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Slavery is a secret thing, obviously, because it�s illegal and 

rong, and if more people knew about it, they�d try to put a stop 

to it. So human traí  ckers work very hard to make sure no one 
knows what they�re doing. If countries could get data�concrete 

numbers about how many people are enslaved�it would give us 

a starting point for working on how to stop it because at least then 

e�d know how big the problem truly is. But nobody thought it 

ould ever be possible to actually get these numbers. You see, 

ven when governments do have some idea of how many peo-

le within their borders are enslaved, they don�t always want to 

hare this information with other countries . . . because, well, it�s 

not exactly a great way to promote tourism. (Ever seen a �Wel-

ome to ____, Slavery Capital of the World� sign? Neither have 

we.) So Durgana faces two challenges: ら rst, getting secret num-
ers no one knows about, and second, getting numbers countries 

 know about but don�t want to report.

Once she does get a solid set of numbers, though, Durgana 

ses it to extrapolate how big the problem actually is. For exam-

le, if Country A is like Country B and you have accurate slavery 

ata from Country A, you can extrapolate how much slavery is 

appening in Country B based on the numbers you have from 

ountry A. And once you have these numbers, you can use them 

o get the attention of powerful people who can help do some-

hing about it.

While the numbers are important, Durgana also works to get 

speciら c true stories from the people those numbers represent｠
ecause stories, not numbers, connect human beings together. 

hese two types of data are called quantitative (numbers) and 

ualitative (stories). (For more info on the difference between 

uantitative and qualitative research and why they�re both use-

ul, check out the feature on page 18.)
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Now that, like us, you�re thor-

oughly impressed with Durgana, 

letぅs ら nd out a little more about 
how she wound up taking on some 

of the scariest villains of our time.

[THE SPARK

Davina grew up in Long Island, New 

York, in a town called Dix Hills. Her 

dad was a civil engineer with master�s 

degrees in engineering and business, 

and her mom was a computer scien-

tist with master�s degrees in education 

and business�and the two of them

later started their own telecommuni

cations company. (Davina comes from

a family of high achievers, apparently

In middle school, Davina was a 

�bookworm� who �got made fun of all the time,� she says.

was always reading. At family parties . . . in the shower or tub

at the dinner table. The punishment my parents used on 

was taking away my books!� A longtime member of Girl Scou

Davina also enjoyed playing volleyball and being on the trac

team, but never as much as she loved books. The only pass

that ever came close to books for her? Rescue dogs. �I�m obsess

with animals,� she confesses. �Always have been.�

Growing up, Davina and her two younger sisters were v

involved in their church�s youth group, and that�s actually w

got Davina interested in the problem of human traí  cking. 
Davina�s church group worked with a children�s human rig
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organization in the country of El 

Salvador, where Davina traveled 

on a mission trip when she was 

a freshman in college.  Because 

Davina was good with languages�

she was り uent in French and also 
spoke Spanish�she acted as the 

trip translator and also taught math 

and English. Most of the trip went 

smoothly. Most of it. �My Spanish 

was far from perfect,� Durgana 

admits. �We got really close to all of 

the children, and I was trying to tell 

one of them that my family wanted 

to sponsor his education. Somehow, I 

accidentally ended up saying that we 

anted to adopt him, and his mom got kind of scared that we 

ere going to just take him away from her and home with us!�

El Salvador was a dangerous place at the time. The Durganas 

ade their family mission trip in 2007, and just the year before, 

he US State Department�s Overseas Security Advisory Council 

anked El Salvador as one of the most violent countries in the 

orld, estimating that the country had an average of ten murders 

er day. When Davina and her family were there, they learned of 

hildren being enslaved, and a young child who was the cousin of 

a child Davina worked with was killed. �I was so upset,� Durgana 

ecalls. �I cared so much about the children we worked with, and 

an El Salvadoran gang was selling these children into slavery, 

and no one seemed to be able to stop them. I did some research 

and found out that it was also going on in other places�even in 

he United States. I came back to Washington, DC, where I was in 
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college at George Washington University, and I interned for ev

organization in DC that had anything to do with human rights

traí  cking and would take me.
�I started hearing stories in the media here and there, and

made me wonder where the information came from. I wonder

who is getting and giving this information? I knew that the fu

ing to ら ght slavery should be based on the data. I ら nally decided I 
would improve these measurements of how big the problem ac

ally is.� Before Durgana, very few people had really attemp

to tackle the human traí  cking problem mathematically in the 
United States. �It seemed too hard,� she explains. �I was told th

were too many data gaps, too many privacy concerns, too mu

to coordinate. People said there was no way anyone could co

up with a good enough model to predict vulnerability of childr

to human traí  cking, but I was able to make a strong model out 
of data that other people had previously thought wasn�t usefu

Oddly enough, no one expected Davina to become a stati

cian. She was so good with languages that everyone�includ

Davina�expected that to be her thing, even though she�d al

always been ridiculously good at math. But Durgana thinks 

study of foreign languages and the study of mathematics are

actually so different. �I saw a lot of patterns and commonalities

language, and I think that helped me see those things in numbe

too,� she explains. �So both math and languages feel like patte

recognition to me. Also, math is consistent across cultural bou

aries, so knowing math as well as foreign languages is helpfu

globally ら ghting slavery.ゅ Durgana credits her foreign-language 
teachers for much of her work today: �Communicating in Frenc

about high-level statistics is fascinating! Communication can b

big barrier and impediment to overcome, so I am thankful th

had great foreign-language teachers.�
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While studying international relations as an undergradu-

ate and then statistics in her master�s and doctoral programs, 

avina stayed busy outside the classroom as well. She supported 

a Girl Scouts troop in DC, worked as a children�s advocate in the 

ourt system, landed internships on Capitol Hill and in the White 

House, worked with Big Brothers Big Sisters, and served as an 

EMT (emergency medical technician). Everything she did made 

er think more and more about the problem of slavery. �In each 

apacity, I found ways to integrate these interests into the big-

ger picture of human traí  cking,ゅ she explains. ゃFor example, I 
came up with ways for EMTs and ら reら ghters to recognize human 
traí  cking so they could be on the lookout for victims during 
heir work.�

THE EUREKA MOMENT

eing recognized for her academic accomplishments gave Davina 

the conら dence that she could take on real-life challenges. She 
took a college entrance exam as a ら fth grader, just to see how 
he�d do, and totally killed it. By the time she was ready to gradu-

ate high school, she was both a National Merit Semiら nalist and a 
alent Search Scholar.

Placing in science and math fairs and in national foreign-

language contests also built her conら dence, and her teachers 
ften told her parents that Davina was one of the brightest stu-

ents they�d ever had. �You don�t know your accomplishments 

aren�t normal until someone tells you,� she explains. This valida-

ion made Davina want to try to do hard things no one else ever 

ad, especially when people said it couldn�t be done�like getting 

numerical data on slavery.

And it was her work in El Salvador that made Davina know 
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she had to devote her life to helping enslaved people. �Realiz

people could die was scary to me,� she says. �I had never lost an

one close to me, but to have a child die in the community w

gotten so close to made me realize it could have been any of 

kids we�d gotten to know.� Davina came to believe that numb

and data were the best way to protect vulnerable people.

[NOTE TO SELF

�If I could tell my younger self anything,� Durgana says, �it wo

be �Don�t be scared to follow your interests.�� For a long time, 

one understood what Durgana was trying to do with statist

and slavery. �I would talk about human rights, and people wo

say, �What kind of job is that? 

What are you going to do?� 

So I�d tell my younger self 

that you can make a career 

out of what you love.�

She�d also tell herself to 

get an earlier start, because 

the more experiences a per-

son has, the more he or she 

can bring to the table when 

tackling a large problem. 

�There�s so much that we miss 

as scientists!� she laments. 

�We�re trying to understand 

human behavior, but when it 

comes to understanding why 

people behave the way they 

do, all of us are limited to some 
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egree by the things we�ve seen and experienced. We need lots 

f diverse perspectives to see the big picture, so we need to get 

nvolved with community groups that can help us, like I did by 

ecoming an EMT.� Durgana believes slavery can be understood 

nly when we understand how humans interact and behave, so 

the more interactions anti-traí  ckers can have with different 
kinds of people, the better.

Finally, Durgana would tell herself not to climb inside anyone 

lse�s box: �People try to push you to be a �math person� or a �lan-

uage person,� but you can be multiple things!�

TE TO YOU

urgana desperately wants you to know that scientists can be 

owerful advocates for social justice. �People think of human 

ights as requiring a �soft skills� set and that science is just �hard 

kills,�� she says. �But if you are interested in human rights, being 

a scientist can help you work in this ら eld.ゅ
She also urges you to use your gifts for the greater good. �Use 

our talents for languages and numbers and whatever else to 

elp at-risk and helpless people,� she says. �You can pull all your 

nterests together to have an impact on the world. People think 

TEM is only about lab coat jobs, but STEM isn�t limited to that. 

e lose people who have these passions because they don�t real-

ze that their ability with numbers can help.�

ORDS TO LIVE BY

urgana believes anything is possible, but her other advice 

s this: �Always assume you can handle more than you think 

ou can.�
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�I see so many promising young women undermined and

convinced they are not capable,� Durgana explains. �People u

to underestimate me. They�d say, �She�s too smiley to be a serio

scientist,� or �Did she really write this?� because they assume

couldn�t be smart enough. Believe in your own abilities and o

them. Don�t second-guess yourself, because there are plenty

other people who will do that. Instead, be conら dent in your 
abilities!�

Finally, don�t let other people decide what your �thing�

�There�s almost like a gendered approach to academic di

plines,� says Durgana. �Writing and language are consider

feminine, and people don�t think of math as something wom

and girls are supposed to be good at, but I was, and many m

of us are. Even though I was good at math, the ら rst thing people 
talked about for me was my language skills. But don�t let oth

people deら ne you. You can be great at any number of things!ゅ
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Evelyn Galban
Providing Top Medical Care for All Creatures

[FACT FILE
HOMETOWN: Rochester, NY

EDUCATION: BS in Biology, Cornell University (1998); MS in 

Wildlife, Fish, and Wildlands, Cornell University (2002); DVM, 

Cornell University (2006)

EMPLOYMENT: Associate Professor of Clinical Neurology and 

Neurosurgery, University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary 

Medicine

TOP HONORS AND ACHIEVEMENTS: Malcolm E. Miller

Award for Perseverance and Scholastic Diligence (2006); Nominee 

for Petplan’s Veterinarian of the Year (2016); Founder, Native 

American Veterinary Association

Chances are you know or have met a veterinarian. Maybe y

also know or have met a neurosurgeon�a doctor who operat

on the nervous system, including the spinal cord and the brai

But have you ever met a veterinary neurosurgeon? No? W

allow us to introduce you to Dr. Evelyn Galban!

Galban works and teaches at the University of Pennsylvani

School of Veterinary Medicine, where she is building a niche s
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likes to call ゃZoo Neuro.ゅ This super-specialized ら eld combines 
er passion for wildlife and zoo animals with her passion for neu-

ology. You might think it�s hard to work with zoo veterinarians 

around the world to help them with animals� neurologic prob-

ems, but hey, it�s not like it�s brain surgery. Oh, wait . . . yeah, it is!

While of course they�re not identical to humans�, animals 

ave a nervous system, too. But the amount of attention and 

oney devoted to understanding neurological problems in ani-

mals is signiら cantly less than that devoted to human beings. For 
xample, an MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) test is usually the 

ら rst test run on a person when a neurological problem is sus-
ected. But let�s say your dog has symptoms of a neurological 

disorder. Just to get the MRI test and ら nd out whatぅs going on, 
ou�re looking at about $2,500. Most people simply don�t have the 

esources to spend that kind of money on a pet. For that reason, 

neurological care for pets is somewhat rare (although some ani-

al lovers can and will take any steps possible to provide the 

est health care available for their pets). But if a red panda or a 

now leopard needed an MRI, the investment to save a member 

f an endangered species might seem entirely worthwhile. (For 

alban, it doesn�t matter whether the animal is one in a million 

r one of a million�she cares for them all!)of

Zoo Neuro is such a new and specialized concept that you 

ight wonder how Galban found herself where she is today. We 

ondered, too! As it turns out, Galban�s life experiences actually 

make her the perfect ら t for her ら eld.

THE SPARK

Evelyn grew up in both Rochester, New York, and Reno, Nevada. 

hen she was a young child, her father went to college to pursue 
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a degree in electrical engineering. ゃI got the beneら t of watch-
ing him succeed and the beneら t of watching him struggle to get 
that degree,� Galban says. (In fact, watching her mom and d

struggle in school made a big impact on Evelyn�s life�but w

explain that in a minute.) Her dad would often take her to clas

with him when her mom was working and her older brother w

in school, which meant that young Evelyn was exposed early

a university setting. Evelyn�s mom, meanwhile, attended sch

intermittently and obtained a master�s degree in public admini

tration. �I watched her struggle with math and sciences,� Galb

recalls, ゃand it was amazing when she ら nally graduated. She was 
so frustrated, for example, when she had to take statistics. S

did a lot of her schoolwork at home at night, and I rememb
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nce when her work was lost on the computer, and she was so 

pset. But eventually she was able to pass that class, even though 

he wasn�t comfortable with STEM subjects.�

Another role model was her grandmother on her mom�s side. 

My dad�s parents both died before he was sixteen, so I never 

knew them,� Galban explains. �But on my mother�s side, both my 

randparents were still living when I was a child. My grandma 

ad a particularly strong personality. She wasn�t an engineer but 

as heavily involved in unionization with the Institute of Elec-

rical and Electronics Engineers because she worked on electric 

circuits in factories. She was extremely inり uential in developing 
hat union and was a great female role model. She worked and 

ook care of her family, and whenever I talked with her about my 

nterest in science, she was very encouraging.�

Not to say that Evelyn always wanted to become a scientist. 

Very early on, I had the classic desire to be a ballerina or a pia-

nist,� she recalls. But when she was about nine or ten years old, 

he started going to nature camps in the summer. �I really enjoyed 

t,� she says. �It was quite a learning experience but also fun. I 

emember that one of the people at the nature center offered to 

et us watch her do a bird autopsy. Most of the kids were grossed 

ut, but I was more interested than disgusted! I thought it sounded 

neat! At that point, I knew kind of broadly that I really liked sci-

nce and that I had a knack for it, so I started looking for other 

programs that would give me more exposure to scientiら c ら elds. 
y eighth grade, I got to go to a technology program at Rochester 

nstitute of Technology, and that was amazing.�

Galban says that, growing up, she was �on the nerdier side, 

or sure.� While she played soccer throughout high school, she 

ays, �I wasn�t very good at it. But it was an outlet for my energy 

ecause I really liked to run. And I got to experience the feeling of 
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being part of a team.� She most enjoyed just reading and being 

in nature. Socially, she �tried really hard to be easy to get alo

with and kind of mix in between different groups in school.�

Her main focus, though, was academic success. �I was det

mined to be really good in school,� she says. �My parents s

ported me but didn�t put pressure on me. They didn�t have to. T

pressure was self-imposed. In fact, my mom would sometim

force me to take what she called �me days� off from school becau

she worried that I was driving myself too hard.� Evelyn�s pub

high school was highly academically competitive, and althou

she was a serious student, she wasn�t the class valedictorian.

guess I was probably in the top twenty in terms of GPA, bu

wasn�t the smartest person in the class,� she says. �But I had so

great teachers who were strong mentors and role models.�

One of her most adored teachers wasn�t in math or scienc

but in French. �I took French throughout high school,� Galb

says, �and Mr. Thomas was someone I really admired. We had

great connection as student and teacher. I felt comfortable as

ing him for advice about how to best study in school or where

apply to college.� Additionally, her AP Biology teacher, Ms. Bai

did Evelyn a solid by giving her special permission to take 

course early. �Usually, AP Bio was a class for seniors only, but Ms

Bailey let me take it as a sophomore so that I could take more 

ences in high school. And it was such a wonderful class. The w

she introduced topics, you could tell she really looked throu

the material and found the stuff that would most trigger o

imaginations and grab our attention.�

During those early years of high school, Evelyn�s m

started trying to help her choose a college to attend. �We tr

eled to Cornell, about an hour and a half away from home,� s

Galban. �I fell in love instantly with the beautiful campus. 
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a large campus, but being surrounded by the laid-back town of 

thaca gives it a smaller feel. I knew instantly that Cornell was 

he only place I wanted to go. I knew also that I wanted to study 

cience there, but there were so many options in science that I 

ecided to just go for a general biology degree. Our family wasn�t 

extremely wealthy, so we didnぅt know if we could make it ら nan-
ially if I went to a private university. But they have a state school 

ortion that allowed me to go while paying in-state tuition.�

During college, Evelyn gravitated toward medical sciences 

and thought she would go on to study medicine. �But then I real-

zed that would mean working with sick people who might get 

on me,� she says. �One of my internships was at the National 
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Institute on Aging, where we worked with rabbits, and I realiz

that I didn�t mind caring for the rabbits if they were sick. I was

grossed out by sick animals, just sick people!� That�s when s

began thinking about a career as a veterinarian.

Working with animals felt like a natural ら t for Evelyn. She 
attributes her early respect for animals to her Washoe and Pai

heritage. �We believe that every living thing is worthy of resp

and love,� Galban explains. �I see my animal patients as fam

and friends to their people, and doctors should always do the b

we can for our patients and their families. My dad is a member

the Washoe Tribe of Nevada and California, and I grew up as p

of a multitribal group called American Indians of All Natio

One of the key principles we shared is that everything is relat

that the health of one of us means the health of all of us, and t

we all deserve the same amount of respect. In that sense, tre

ing a dog patient is no different than treating a human patient

Veterinary school, therefore, seemed like the perfect ら t.
Problem was, Evelyn was already in her senior year of c

lege and had not been preparing to apply for a slot in veterinar

school. As a result, she didnぅt get in on her ら rst try . . . or her sec-
ond. ゃWhen I ら rst applied to vet school, I was missing an academic 
requirement on the application, and I was missing experienc

she explains. (Most applicants to veterinary schools have do

internships and taken classes related to animals, making th

applications more impressive in this highly competitive adm

sions ら eld.) The second time she applied, she was still missing a 
required undergraduate physics course. �I had actually taken 

class but hadn�t done well because there was no instructor. Y

were just supposed to read a book and take tests. That wasn�t 

learning style.�

At this point, a lot of people might have just given up, but 
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Evelyn. She took the physics class again and reapplied to veteri-

nary school. ゃI deら nitely had a plan B lined up,ゅ she recalls. ゃOf 
ourse, I was thinking, �What if I never get accepted?�� So while 

she waited, she got a masterぅs degree in wildlife science. ゃI ら gured 
t would do a couple of things: one, improve my application to vet 

chool, and two, give me another skill set. I was determined. I 

remember telling my dad that even if I had to go get a PhD ら rst, I 
would eventually get into vet school! Not being accepted the ら rst 
couple of times was crushing at ら rst, but then I realized I had to 
ust take a step back and see what I could do to make it happen. 

 reached out for help to the people in admissions about how I 

ould improve my chances of getting in. It was embarrassing to 

ask for help, but now that I�m on the other side of the admissions 

rocess, as a professor training students, I realize I had no rea-

on to feel embarrassed. We want to offer help. That�s why we�re 

ere.�

On her third try, Evelyn got in to veterinary school. This is 

he part of the story where everything should be smooth sailing 

oward Galban�s happy ending, isn�t it?

But that�s not how it went.

�My next failure was much larger than not getting into vet 

chool twice,� Galban says. �I also failed my board exams twice.� 

oard exams are the big standardized licensing tests physicians 

and veterinarians have to take after they complete their course-

ork and years of training. If they don�t pass those board exams, 

all their hard work was for nothing: they don�t get to become spe-

ialized doctors. �You�d think that after three years of residency 

n neurology and neurosurgery, I�d have been well prepared for 

the board exam,ゅ explains Galban. ゃBut there are ら ve parts to 
the exam, and four of them are short answer and essay. I did ら ne 

ith those sections. But one section of the test is multiple-choice, 
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and I struggled so hard with it. I�m not sure why multiple-cho

is dií  cult for me, but it is. So I failed the ら rst time by a few 
multiple-choice questions. Then when I took the board ex

again, I failed by one question.� Talk about heartbreaking!

�I had some serious self-doubt when I failed the board ex

those two times,� she says. �But I knew I couldn�t focus on th

I had to push those self-defeating thoughts out of my head and

focus on the task at hand. I had to buckle down, try again, and

really calm myself down, because managing the stress of 

exam was about nine-tenths of the problem.�

Remember all those years before when young Eve

watched her dad struggle to get his degree in electrical engine

ing and her mom struggle with her statistics class? Evelyn c

tainly remembered. She reached out to her parents and dr

from their experiences. �Electrical engineers have to take a cl

in thermodynamics in order to graduate,� says Galban. �My d

struggled so hard with that course. He had to take it three tim

So when I started to think I couldn�t pass my boards, I thou

of Dad sitting at the kitchen table with his head in his hands.

course he doubted himself, but I remembered how, after fail

the class twice, he got up from that table and said, �Next time, 

going to do it. I�m going to get there.� I thought of my mom los

all her hard work for that statistics class on the computer t

night so many years before, and how she had to redo all of it. A

I realized that after you process the initial disappointment, it�s

about making a plan. You have to break it down and say, �OK, t

is what I�m going to do every day to get where I need to be.� 

those tiny goals for each and every day.�

Obviously, it worked, because now you�re reading about 

Galban in this book! And her parents are so proud of her and

happy that their positive responses to adversity made such 
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mpact on their daughter that they�d take thermodynamics and 

tatistics a dozen more times if they had to. (But they�re very glad 

hey don�t have to!)

THE EUREKA MOMENT

Galbanぅs ら rst eureka moment came when she homed in on her 
specialty. She found herself fascinated by speciら c cases that occa-
ionally surfaced at area zoos. �After an exciting consult with a 

heetah who had developed a seizure disorder, I thought about 

ays I could build the caseload,� Galban explains. �There is no 

neurologist currently ら lling this niche. Most see a case here and 
here. I want to become the neurologist that people think of when 

hey need a zoo-oriented neuro nerd! Before I followed the wind-

ng road to where I am now, I had planned to become a zoo spe-

ialist, but I�d changed my mind at the last minute when I chose 

y residency program. Now I want to return to that other pas-

sion and develop myself in that direction, follow that り ow.ゅ
Other eureka moments come on a case-by-case basis. For 

xample, Galban recalls one particular story of an Irish setter. 

She canぅt share his name for reasons of patient conら dentiality, 
ut we�ll call him Lucky (because, as you�ll see, he was one lucky 

og to have Galban as his veterinarian!). Lucky�s human brought 

im to see Galban when Lucky was six months old and had sud-

enly lost his balance. At the time, Galban was still a resident 

a vet in training). Galban ordered an MRI of Lucky�s brain and 

then performed a spinal tap (taking り uid from the spinal column 
n order to study it). The MRI showed changes characteristic of 

meningitis (inり ammation of the covering of the brain), and the 
り uid from the spinal tap contained a fungus.

�It took my going to meet with the infectious-disease people 
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at the human hospital to develop a protocol, because w

[Lucky] had was cryptococcal meningitis, a disease of dogs th

very uncommon and dií  cult for them to survive. I put him on 
the suggested protocol with a drug that was newer at the time.

was on that for about a year and did OK with it until he relaps

We had to ら nd new options for him, all of which were potentially 
life-threatening. We got rid of most of the fungus in his syste

but then he had a change in his neurologic signs, which told 

that something else had happened.�


